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Going to Egypt is always an adventure. This time was no exception. 
Led by colleague and friend, Dick Jaspers-Focks of Near Eastern 
Ministries, this tour combined site-seeing, fact-finding and 
fellowshipping with members of Christian communities in Egypt. 
This past May, Brian, Shoshi and Boaz Kvasnica, along with Kopp 
family members – son-in-law Matt Doll, sons Danny and Jesse, and I 
– made the thirteen-hour bus ride across the Sinai desert. Along the 
way, we crossed over the Suez Canal via the two-year-old, Japanese-
financed Mubarak Peace Bridge, finally arriving in Cairo.
We found the Egyptians a free-spirited people, ready to smile and laugh 
at a moment’s notice. Always a friendly people. But given negative 
provocation (like the despicable pictures of American soldiers torturing 
Iraqi prisoners), some Egyptians were sure to let off steam with the 
first Western looking person available. Danny met a border officer, who, 
after taking his passport, promptly informed him that President Bush is 
far worse than the deposed Saddam Hussein and, even more, America is 
the root of all evil in the world. That is the tight rope one typically has 
to traverse while visiting volatile countries that teeter on the edge of 
a religious, political and social precipice. The subject matter and body 
language instantly drew a crowd of officers, but Danny insisted that 
comments such as the one made by the officer were only conversation 
stoppers, inhibiting dialogue and understanding. We had come to bless, 
not to talk politics, so we were very careful indeed not stir up any 
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unnecessary controversy. Our very presence was controversial enough.
We visited the pyramids and the sphinx, but what really stood out 
was the human dimension of the trip. One such special encounter 
was with the Coptic community in the trash suburb of Cairo. The 
Christian population of Cairo had been relocated to the outskirts 
by the late Pan-Arab leader Gamal Abed al-Nasser to tend to 
the trash of this twenty million plus metropolis. The odor of the 
garbage filling the streets was overwhelming. To make a living, 
ragged children sorted through mounds of rubbish separating 
metal, plastic and glass. The resilience of these marginalised people 
became evident as we approached the edge of their “trash city”. 
In the cliffs that surround this Coptic area, churches that seat 
thousands had been dug out of caves. Schools, social programs, 
and recreation centers had also been built. In their subserviant 
state, these followers of Jesus had made a refuge out of refuse. 
We happened on a touching scene of a woman receiving prayer for 
healing and blessing at one of the underground sites.
A different spin on tattoos came into focus as we watched an 
artist inscribe the cross on the arms of old and young alike at a 
dollar per customer. These Christians, who had borne the brunt of 
discrimination and degradation for centuries, were still ready and 
willing to identify with the cross!

Charles Kopp-Chairman

“We’ve got a lot of stars in Hollywood, but nobody measures up to 
that,” said Jonathan Stern, a sergeant in the Israeli army, who took 
leave to catch a glimpse of the movie star-turned politician. “People 
love him. He’s the best. The Terminator.”
Nick Diamond, a 20-year-old student from Brooklyn, said 
Schwarzenegger was the main reason people attended the museum 
ceremony. “I’ve got all his movies. I’m a huge fan of his in every way,” he said.
The governor did encounter a couple of hecklers at the museum 
event, who were protesting Israel’s occupation of the West Bank and 
Gaza.” Hey Schwarzenegger, there’s no tolerance in occupation,” one 
of them shouted.
Responding to criticism from Arab-Americans back home that he 
was not spending time with Palestinians on this trip, the governor 
said he planned to stop in Jordan on Monday and have lunch with 
King Abdullah II, a personal friend who has visited the governor at 
his home in Los Angeles. “You always will find criticism no matter 
what you do,” Schwarzenegger said of the complaints.
The tolerance museum, scheduled to open in 2007, is being built 
by the Los Angeles-based Simon Wiesenthal Center, a human rights 
advocacy group to which Schwarzenegger has contributed US$1 
million over the years. It will be a sister museum to the Wiesenthal 
Center’s Southern California Museum of Tolerance.
During the groundbreaking ceremony, Schwarzenegger recalled his 
home country of Austria, where “intolerance and ignorance led to 
atrocities and heartaches.”

It’s not exactly what you think…that I am simply posing 
in a photo opportunity with Arnold Schwarznegger, 
rather, it is  what he is endorsing that brought me out 
this evening…a proposed center for tolerance. 

Schwarzenegger in Israel Pays Tribute 
to Holocaust Victims
By Haaretz Service and The Associated Press (May 5, 2004)

California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger paid tribute Sunday to the 
millions of Jews killed in the Holocaust and helped dedicate a planned 
museum of tolerance during a whirlwind visit to Jerusalem.
In an emotional speech at the museum site, Schwarzenegger said 
that in a world of violence and suicide attacks, the museum would 
stand as a “candle to guide us.”

“The world should know we are not building a bunker. We’re building 
something that breathes with life, just as God breathed life into 
us,” Schwarzenegger said. “We look past the suicide bombers, the 
terrorists, past the blood. ... We look ahead to the time people can 
live side by side.”
Schwarzenegger’s speech came just minutes after Palestinian 
gunmen ambushed and killed a pregnant Jewish settler and 
her four young daughters as they were driving from the Gaza 
Strip into Israel. Two Palestinian militant groups claimed 
responsibility for the attack, saying it was retaliation for Israel’s 
recent assassinations of two top Hamas leaders.
Schwarzenegger, wearing a skullcap, later laid a wreath at the 
Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial, a ceremony in which he also 
rekindled the memorial’s symbolic eternal flame. The governor 
bowed his head and stood in silence for several minutes in the 
vault-like chamber, which has the ashes of Holocaust victims 
buried beneath its marble floor.
Though Schwarzenegger’s father was a member of the Nazi 
party, the actor-turned-politician has always sought to distance 
himself from that part of his Austrian background.
Israelis, many of whom feel isolated after 3.5 years of violence 
with the Palestinians, were thrilled with Schwarzenegger’s visit. 
He was cheered at every stop in his busy day, whether by office 
workers in government buildings or the crowd at the museum 
ceremony. Many wore Schwarzenegger T-shirts and some 
shirtless men scrawled “We Love Arnold” on their chests.

Good News from the Middle East 
(A non-oxymoron)  by Liz Kopp 



same day they fled. Tony and Samira have been blacklisted as spies and 
can never return to Lebanon as long as Hizbullah is there. Tony fled that 
day with only $124 in his pocket. 

Some refugees have since become bitter, but Tony and Samira have 
remained optimistic. They thank God for the Christians that came to see 
them just days later when they were still in a state of confusion. They 
praise the Israelis for rushing to their aid, providing them with clothes, 
food and a place to live. 

Tony and Samira have grown into two very special people. Today they 
serve as unpaid social workers to the 275 Lebanese families that live in 
Nahariya. Many families find it difficult to fathom all the red tape and 
paperwork that needs to be submitted to the government offices in 
order to get aid. Tony takes time to sit with the widows, the elderly and 
the generally disadvantaged and helps them with the paperwork. Many 
times he empties his own refrigerator to feed them and hands over his 
medicine money to encourage them. He has never turned away anyone 
with a genuine need, whether financial, emotional or spiritual. 

Today, there are 82 families in Naharyia that are still struggling to find 
their feet and make a life for themselves. Fifteen of these families are 
dependent on food packages, donations and charitable assistance. Tony 
never talks about his own severe health problems, or his own financial 
struggles. Instead, he faithfully advocates the needs of the poor, the 
fatherless and the widows. To me, Tony is a very special man, a good man, 
the same Jesus would have had in mind when he said “A good man out of 
the good treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is good” (LUKE 6: 45).

Please remember these families in your prayers and in particular Tony 
and Samira. I am the richer for having them in my life and the kingdom 
of heaven is the richer for their testimony of selfless giving. 

Close to 2,500 Lebanese families fled across the border of Israel on 
May 24, 2000. Those families will never forget the fear and anxiety 
that gripped them as they fled their homes and  businesses. Most of 
them had no time to pack a bag, change clothes or even lock the doors. 
Today, some 690 families still live in Israel, all of whom are scattered 
across towns in northern Israel. 

Tony Kfouri and his wife Samira still talk about that dreadful day. I 
have visited with them over eight times, yet each time they repeat the 
story as if it had taken place just yesterday. Tony said he was living the 
happiest years of his life. He had married late in life, having till then put 
all his time and energy into his restaurant business in Beirut. Then he 
met Samira, from Southern Lebanon, married her and moved to Naqura, 
and there they began working together in their new restaurant. Tony 
says,”Samira transformed me and the business.” She had a wonderful 
way with the customers and was an excellent cook. 

Word about their restaurant spread quickly and soon United Nations 
soldiers, Israeli soldiers and locals alike became frequent visitors. Word 
also spread to Hizbullah that Tony and his wife were friends of Israel 
and threatened them relentlessly. As a result, Tony and Samira had to 
relocate. But their spirits remained high, and they cheerfully set about 
rebuilding their new home/restaurant. 

Then on May 24, while Tony and Samira were just beginning to prepare 
the food for the day, an Israeli army officer rushed into their home and 
told them to drop everything and leave. Hizbullah forces were moving 
quickly towards Naqura and their lives were in danger. They left their 
home, restaurant and all that was of value to them and jumped into the 
jeep with the army officer. They crossed the Israeli border, thinking they 
would soon return when things settled down, but this was not to be the 
case. Hizbullah blew up their home and restaurant with dynamite the 

been convincingly argued that repentance and confession played a key role in obtaining 
forgiveness.4 In short, when someone ‘feels guilty’ (verb ‘āsham), a ‘reparation 
offering’ (noun ʻāshām) is presented, as it is in Lev. 5:20-26 and Num 5:6-7, 24-25. The 
sacrificial system discouraged a mere “going through the motions” of sacrifice; rather it 
encouraged its subjects first to “feel guilty” and if they sinned intentionally, then also 

to confess (vehitvadda, see Num 5:6) before sacrificing. Repentance and confession 
mitigated the force of an intentional sin, reducing it to the status 

of an unintentional offense, 

assembled themselves at Shiloh, and set up the tent of 
meeting there; and the land was subdued before them.” 
Shiloh would have been the place for various sacrifices, since 
it functioned as an important religious center from the time 
of Joshua, even into the time of Samuel. The altar and the Ark 
of the Covenant would have sojourned in Shiloh for about 150 
years—from the division of the land during the times of Joshua 
until the capture of the Ark during Eli’s tenure (1 Sam 4). Later, 
Jeremiah recalls Shiloh’s spiritual prominence: “Go now to the 
place in Shiloh where I first made a dwelling for my Name, 
and see what I did to it because of the wickedness of my 
people Israel.”3 According to Jeremiah, Shiloh was completely 
destroyed, along with the Tabernacle. But if previously there 
were no extant traces of the historical Shiloh, now a token 
emerges which offers greater insight into those times. 

The discovery of the rock-hewn altar sparked my curiosity 
regarding its possible function within the ancient Israelite 
sacrificial system. While there are many different types of 
altars (such as hewn, unhewn, horned, incense, grain, and 
libation), and even more types of sacrifices (whole-burnt, well-
being, purification/sin, heave, thanksgiving, etc.), one glaring 
gap in the system remains. Nowhere in all the commands on 
sacrifice, are there any specifications for intentional sin. What 
if someone sinned intentionally? How could this person apply 
for forgiveness? 

In popular thinking, the Day of Atonement (Yom Kippur) was 
the sacrifice that covered all intentional sin, but it has now 

An amazing new discovery has recently been made—a 
rock-hewn altar near Shiloh (pictured right). It is only the 
third such altar ever to have been found in the region.1

The size of this altar is strikingly similar to that of the altar of the 
Tabernacle in Exodus 27:1-2 (5x5x3 cubits=7 ft. square by 4 ft. 
high). It also displays the attributes of open-air natural stone altars 
as described in passages such as Judges 6:20-24 where Gideon 
was told to offer meat and unleavened bread on a rock in Ophrah 
(modern-day Afula), and in 13:19 where Manoah offered a goat and a 
grain offering upon the rock whereby the angel did wonders.2 While 
the altar prescribed in Exodus 27 was to be light-weight: made out 
of acacia wood and overlaid with nechoshet (a copper-bronze-tin 
alloy) so that it could travel, this recently discovered Shiloh altar is 
hewn from bedrock. Given that the light-weight acacia-wood altar 
would have had to endure the continuous offerings of the Israelites, 
it is possible that a more durable stone altar of equal dimensions 
would have been built. 

As for the significance of the location in which the altar was found, 
Joshua 18:1 reports, “The whole congregation of the sons of Israel 

The Pragmatics Of Sin And 
Sacrifice In Ancient Israel:
A New Monumental Altar near Shiloh  by Brian Kvasnica

SLA: update

Tony’s Diner     by Christine Sakakibara

We have just commemorated the four-year anniversary of Israel’s 
withdrawal from Southern Lebanon. To many it is nearly a forgotten event, 
as the Israeli-Palestinan conflict has taken over the headlines.

which then allowed the sinner to offer a 
sacrifice and be fully absolved. This system 
of practice reminds Christians of similar 
New Testament injunctions—to confess our 
sins “one to another” (James 5:16), and 
to be reconciled first with our brother or 
sister before making an offering on the 
altar (Matthew 5:23). 

Our altar near Shiloh can now be appreciated 
in a new manner, as it conjures before us the 
concept of remorse and confession preceding 
sacrifices made on this rock-hewn altar.   

(Endnotes)
1 The other two were found in Samaria-Sebastia (E.L. Sukenik, Outside the 
city” in J. W. Crowfoot, “The Buildings at Samaria (London, 1942, p. 23-4), 
and the other below the site of ancient Zorah (map ref.# N/S coordinate:
149.4 E/W: 131.0), which has been nicknamed “Manoah’s altar.” For a full 
report on the discovery of the altar near Shiloh see Yoel Elitzur and Doron 
Nir-Zvi. “A rock-hewn altar near Shiloh.” Palestine Exploration Quarterly 
135, no. 1 (2003): 30-36.
2 See also 1 Samuel 6:13-14 when the people of Beth-Shemesh split the 
wood of the cart which had come back from the Philistines and offered 
up cows upon a large stone.
3 Jeremiah’s lament is echoed by Jesus, who hints at this passage in 
Luke 19:46 (and parallels), when calling God’s house a “den or robbers.” 
See Joseph Frankovic, “Remember Shiloh!” [Lk. 19:46; Isa. 56:7; Jer. 7:11].” 
Jerusalem Perspective 46/47 (1994): 24-31; www.JerusalemPerspectiv
e.com.
4 Jacob Milgrom spent the last forty years of his life unraveling Leviticus 
for us. His clarity on all matters related to sacrifices is most accessible in 
his three-volume commentary: Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus. Anchor Bible, 3 
Vols. (New York: Doubleday, 1991, 2000, 2001).

Tony and Samira Kfouri


